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Abstract
In this paper, we describe the query interfaces of a prac-
tical biological database system - GPCRDB. Distinguishing
features of the system include: an embedded smart query
engine (for query relaxation), smooth integration of naviga-
tion with the more conventional SQL-based query mecha-
nisms, and the top-down style of incremental query result
presentation combined with flexible navigation capabilities.
Query relaxation is important due to the fact that queries
tend not to be expressed exactly by the users, particularly
when complex domain knowledge is involved. Navigation
capability is desired because it can be an ideal supplement
to SQL-based query mechanisms when large, complex data
sets are concerned, especially in the WWW environment
where hyperlinks are heavily used. Top-down incremental
presentation is one of the best ways for a user to conduct the
data presentation/retrieval process more reasonably and ef-
ficiently toward the point of interest of the user without be-
ing lost in (unwanted) details
1. Introduction
Interfaces to databases have been recognized as one of
the most important topics for future research by the DB
community [KB96]. Interface design can overwhelm the ef-
fects of better or worse database engines [Ch96]. It is “best
considered not as science, but as craft”, as argued by Mat-
thew Chalmers [Ch96]. Consequently, one of the best ways
of dealing with this issue is to conquer it by doing it. In this
paper we report our experience in the development of the
GPCRDB query system, and in particular its interfaces. The
conclusions we derived from this experience are believed to
be good guidelines for our future work, and are hopefully
also of some reference value to others involved in similar ar-
eas.
GPCRDB has been developed as an advanced data man-
agement system for G-Protein Coupled Receptors (GPCRs)
within the European Bioinformatics Program. Nowadays,
biological databases are receiving more attention due to the
practical use of them for human society. A variety of biolog-
ical databases have been developed that provide database
support for both the research and the application in different
biological disciplines, e.g., GDB [PMF92], GenBank
[NCB92, WZ98], GSDB (Genome Sequence Data Base),
GCRDb [GC98], GPCR mutant database [GPM98] and
GPCRDB [GPC98]. Protein and DNA sequence data are the
primary data that reside in these databases while various re-
lated data such as annotations, mutant information, and
physico-chemical characteristics are often added to the da-
tabases along with the main sequence data. Although these
systems are usually equipped with information retrieval fa-
cilities to help biologists to search for specific information
relating to their domain problems, two issues still bother the
users frequently: they are either overwhelmed by an unrea-
sonably large amount of matching data or frustrated by the
“nothing found” response of the systems.
To deal with the first issue in the GPCRDB query system,
we adopt the so-called top-down result organization style
combined with flexible navigation mechanisms. In this way,
our system first presents to a user a top-level summary page
containing only very general information about the match-
ing data. In addition, a variety of hyperlinks are embedded
that can help the user navigate to a more detailed result page
concentrating on a specific point of interests of the user or to
other related data pages. Furthermore, the family tree (a
classification hierarchy of protein sequences) in our system
serves as a reasonable navigation hierarchy supporting the
navigation capability.
To deal with the second issue, we developed a so-called
smart query engine (embedded in summary pages) that can
intelligently and iteratively relax an input query exploiting
pertinent domain knowledge, and let users get more relevant
data regarding an input query if that is desired.
The approaches adopted are especially suitable for
GPCRDB. In this system, queries submitted by users are
usually domain knowledge related and users may often fail
to appropriately formulate the queries to exactly match their
information needs. Top-down presentation combined with
flexible navigation gives users the convenience to reason-
ably and efficiently attain the data sub-spaces just fitting
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their interests in an explorative manner, while the most crit-
icized aspect - low efficiency - of navigation is well compen-
sated for by its combination with the more conventional
SQL-based query mechanism. Within this framework, navi-
gation is subsidiary to SQL queries, i.e., SQL queries are
evaluated to data sub-spaces, from which navigation starts.
Smart query relaxation is important to data-intensive sys-
tems that involve complex domain knowledge (this is in-
creasingly common with scientific databases in particular)
since even a rather experienced domain expert may have dif-
ficulty in enumerating all the alternate terms regarding his/
her query (condition) according to the domain knowledge,
and manually reformulating the query.
Essential features of our query system and interfaces are
the following:
(1) The top-down presentation style is adopted in the que-
ry system that allows a user to first get a general im-
pression about the results of his/her query as quickly
as possible. Then the initial result can be used as a
piece of starting-out knowledge to efficiently con-
duct the later-on presentation/retrieval process to-
ward the user’s particular interest.
(2) Navigation capability is smoothly integrated into the
query system. Under the top-down presentation
framework, navigation helps a user quickly become
familiar with the complex domain knowledge and the
relevant data (sub-)space.
(3) A smart query engine is developed and integrated
into the query system that exploits pertinent domain
knowledge.
(4) Over-adaptation is a common problem with regard to
adaptive systems. In our case, this issue mainly con-
cerns over-relaxation, and is overcome by the itera-
tive relaxation approach.
Different from most related work, in our system we inte-
grated many good design criteria (or ideas) proposed recent-
ly such as query relaxation/restriction [YK98], user-
friendliness [LC96], incremental information presentation
[Tara96], and reconciliation of prompted and unprompted
system behavior [BMT96], as well as reuse of history que-
ries [Chal96]. We proposed a top-down presentation style
and smoothly integrated a flexible navigation capability into
this framework. Our query relaxation technique [CCA99] is
also different - it uses more deep domain knowledge and is
accomplished through an iterative approach, by which over-
relaxation is prevented. History queries can also be reissued,
re-edited or combined (forming new compound queries).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. First,
in Section 2, a general description of the system is given.
Then, in Section 3, we describe our advanced query interfac-
es that are believed to be representative and can reflect most
of the design styles and features of our system. Last, some
conclusions drawn from our experience are set forth in Sec-
tion 4.
2. Overview of GPCRDB query system
In this section, we describe the GPCRDB query system
in general. Specifically, we describe the system’s goals,
GPCR data features, query system architecture, and the
main functions implemented.
2.1. Goals
The biological goal of the GPCRDB project is to ratio-
nalize the drug discovery process. The system will be rou-
tinely queried by academic users (biologists) and industrial
users (pharmacists) and is intended to be accessible on the
WWW. Within this cooperative project we are mainly re-
sponsible for the query system.
We can figure out from the expectations of the intended
users (biologists) the goals that our system is to achieve.
They are summarized as follows:
(1) Appropriate handling of various, domain-specific,
non-standard data types, e.g., sequence data, second-
ary structures (sub-structures of sequences), and hi-
erarchical classifications.
(2) A simple, intuitive user-computer interface.
(3) Flexible query processing, in particular, smart query
relaxation when the users expect to get more relevant
matches.
(4) Support for a suitable amount of user interaction so
that the users can conduct the relaxation process ac-
cording to their particular interests.
(5) The capability of navigation among the obtained re-
sult sets of queries. Navigation gives users the conve-
nience of drilling into any specific data sub-spaces of
a large result set.
Navigation is critical to the GPCRDB query system be-
cause various hyperlinks (and cross references) are heavily
used in the GPCRDGB environment, and complex, large
data items of non-standard data types are frequently in-
volved in query results that are best put into separate pages
and accessed through navigation.
Accordingly, we designed simple form-based access in-
terfaces to the database under the top-down presentation
style, where complex underlying query functions can be eas-
ily manipulated by the users.
2.2. GPCR Data Features
To show the features of our system, we need briefly to
clarify the data features of GPCRs and some important no-
tions exploited in our system.
Data to be handled in GPCRDB involves various domain-
specific data items of non-standard data types and, in partic-
ular, of large volume and complex structure. Among others,
secondary structure motifs, the 3D snake-like plots of the
GPCRs, mutants, ligand (or binding information), and a va-
riety of annotations made by the domain experts, the hierar-
chical classification information, as well as the GPCR
protein sequences themselves, are the important data items
to be dealt with by the GPCRDB query system.
Queries (for sequences or related data) can be concerning
any such features or the sequences. In the following, we ex-
plain three important concepts regarding the features of
GPCRs, namely, fuzzy equivalence classes, family tree, and
generalization hierarchy, based on which, our query system
accomplishes one essential function - intelligent query relax-
ation (exploiting pertinent domain knowledge for this pur-
pose).
Materially, GPCRs proteins are sequences of residues. To
denote different residue types, a set of characters has been
used by the domain experts with each representing a specific
residue type. Suppose ℜ is such an alphabet. From an ab-
stract point of view, we simply define our GPCRDB as a tri-
ple: <S, HF, HG>, where S is a set of sequences belonging to
ℜ*, HF is a family tree imposed upon S and HG is a thesaurus
hierarchy - a kind of generalization hierarchy.
As similarity generally exists among the residue types, al-
phabet ℜ can be partitioned into a certain number of the so-
called fuzzy equivalence classes (FEC) I1, ..., Im, m ≥ 1.
(Currently, m = 35, and overlaps meaningfully occur among
the partitions.) For each FEC Ik, a membership function f,
playing the role of a belief factor, is associated, e.g.,
I1: {A}; f({A}) = 1.
I2: {S, T}; f({S, T}) = 0.9.
In terms of the biological classification, S can be parti-
tioned into several subsets which, in turn, can be organized
into a hierarchy, called a family tree (HF). Each leaf node of
the tree corresponds to a subset of S, while the root node cov-
ers all the GPCR sequences stored in the database.
On the other hand, we can also group S according to a hi-
erarchically organized thesaurus, i.e., the so-called generali-
zation hierarchy, HG. Each node in HG corresponds to a term
affiliated into the thesaurus, and is associated with a set of
synonyms that constitute another kind of fuzzy equivalence
class, characterizing one type of similarities. Further simi-
larities exist between both sibling nodes and parent-child
node pairs. All the information is used as sound criteria for
relaxing (and restricting) query conditions. Different from
HF, overlaps are common with regard to the partitions made
according to HG.
In addition to set partitions, each individual sequence is
partitioned into a number of sub-sequences, called secondary
structures, reflecting specific biological properties. Very of-
ten, queries are formulated using such sub-sequences as
search conditions.
2.3. System architecture
As an implementation platform we chose the Informix Uni-
versal Server (IUS) (see [IUS97]) database management sys-
tem. For illustration, the architecture of the GPCRDB query
system is depicted in Fig. 1. It is designed to run on the WWW.
On the client side, users formulate their queries by simply fill-
ing out the query forms embedded in HTML pages. When
submitted, the queries are first preprocessed (optimized) on
the spot by calling a corresponding Java script. Valid queries
are then transmitted to the Web server that further forwards the
queries either to the IUS Webdriver or to the smart query en-
gine. The IUS Webdriver works as a gateway between In-
formix databases and the Web server while the smart query
engine performs query relaxation and evaluation optimization
[CCA99].
Queries submitted to the Web server are normally interpret-
ed by the IUS Webdriver. However, if a user activates the
smart query engine explicitly, control will be taken over by the
smart engine. Implemented outside IUS, the smart query en-
gine uses IUS only for retrieving data from GPCRDB data-
base. It intelligently and iteratively relaxes a query by
exploiting relevant domain knowledge, then presents to the
user an enlarged result set as long as the query is relaxable ac-
cording to some criteria [CCA99]. Users may also conduct the
relaxation process along a specific direction by making addi-
tional choices from an additional option button (see Fig. 3)
when the smart engine is activated.
2.4. Main functions
Two essential functions implemented in our system make
our work different from other’s [BMR96, KB96] and wel-
comed by our biologist users: smart query relaxation and flex-
ible navigation capability. In the remainder of this section, we
briefly address these two issues.
















Generally speaking, relaxation can be done either syntac-
tically or semantically. Typical syntactic relaxation replaces
a strict operator/term with a less strict one, e.g., an AND with
an OR. For semantic relaxation, pertinent domain knowl-
edge is used.
In our case, we concentrate on three aspects of relaxation:
keyword (concept) generalization, residue pattern relax-
ation, and secondary structure expansion, which are all car-
ried out according the domain knowledge.
Keyword generalization
Terms affiliated in the thesaurus are all carefully selected,
with each representing a meaningful biological concept. The
HG hierarchy characterizes three kinds of relationships
among the terms in the thesaurus: strong (between syn-
onyms) and weak (between sibling nodes) similarities, and
generalization (between a child-parent node pair). Conse-
quently, for keyword relaxation (via an iterative process),
first, we introduce the synonyms of a keyword into the que-
ry, next, try the left sibling (if any), then the right sibling (if
it exists), and last, use the parent of the keyword as the sub-
stitute for it. This process repeats until the expected results
of a user are obtained or the keywords involved are not fur-
ther generalizable, i.e., neither synonyms, brothers nor par-
ents exist.
Residue pattern relaxation
Residue pattern relaxation concerns the matching condi-
tions of both secondary structures and the entire sequences
(Residue patterns are represented as regular expressions in
our system.) This kind of relaxation is desired due to some
biological similarities existing between different residue
types. This type of domain knowledge has been formally de-
fined [CCA99] as fuzzy equivalence classes of residue types
for efficient implementation of residue pattern relaxation.
We summary the basic ideas of this type of relaxation as fol-
lows:
1. Generate all fuzzy regular expressions (FREs) with re-
gard to an input residue pattern by replacing certain
residue type(s) with corresponding FEC(s).
2. Calculate the belief factor of each generated FRE, i.e.,
the minimum of all the belief factors assigned to each
FEC involved.
3. Sort the FREs according to belief factors.
4. Generate the first alternative relaxation of the input res-
idue pattern by selecting the FRE possessing the larg-
est belief factor (during next iteration, select the next
largest one).
This process iteratively repeats until no further alterna-
tive is available.
Secondary structure expansion
For queries involving secondary structures, in addition to
residue pattern relaxation, the borders of secondary struc-
tures may also be expanded. That is, if this function is
switched on, during each relaxation iteration, each of the
two borders of an involved secondary structure gets an ex-
pansion of one residue position. This process can be repeat-
ed up to five times in our current implementation as further
expansion is considered less interesting from a biological
viewpoint.
2.4.2. Navigation
Navigation among the data space of a database system
has been widely accepted as a very useful supplement to
conventional SQL-based query mechanisms. The two strat-
egies represent completely different styles of accessing in-
formation repositories. Navigation is more explorative and
user-friendly compared with language based mechanisms,
but is criticized for its low efficiency. The two strategies are
expected to benefit from the combination of them in one sys-
tem which appears still to be a knotty problem for designing
specific query systems, and quite often to be more craft than
science.
To smoothly integrate the navigation capability into our
query system, random navigation within the entire data
space is not allowed. That is, navigation in our system is re-
stricted in the following way:
(1) Navigation within the sequence space is only allowed
along the family tree, i.e., climbing up (to visit a su-
per family) or drilling down (to focus on a specific
subfamily). For both, a starting point (i.e., family tree
entrance) needs first to be located (in the way de-
scribed below).
(2) The family tree entrances are determined by the eval-
uation of a SQL-formulated query, i.e., a SQL query
is first optimized and evaluated and the results ob-
tained are then grouped according to their family in-
formation serving as entrances into the family tree.
In other words, the navigation supported by our system is
first among the result set obtained, then along the family tree
which the obtained result set serves as the navigating en-
trances for visiting all related super- and sub-families.
Navigation among the result set of a SQL query is sup-
ported as follows: diverse hyperlinks in the first summary
page (at the top level) is offered with each pointing to a sub-
summary page (at a lower level). Each sub-summary page
contains all the found matches of the query of a specific sub-
family (corresponding to an entrance node into the family
tree). Each sub-summary page at a further lower level may
again contain various hyperlinks, e.g., links to relevant en-
trances in a related (remote) GPCR database such as ti-
nyGRAP [GPM98], and links to complex data fields of the
sequences such as the 3D structures and the sequence data
themselves which are normally large and cannot well fit into
the same page.
3. Interfaces
In addition to the domain requirements mentioned in 2.1,
attention should also be paid to some epistemological and
psychological principles to have the intended users work
with the system easily. Following are the additional ele-
ments of our consideration:
1. A frequently encountered troublesome situation dur-
ing an information searching is the response of
“nothing found” to a user query. In practice, frequent
“nothing found” responses frustrate a user more than
any other response and gives rise to the biggest com-
plaint of a user although it may be due to the query
being improperly formulated. To make the matter
worse, he/she may lack any clue as to how to appro-
priately reformulate the query - this is especially the
case in GPCRDB, which has complex domain
knowledge. Intelligent query relaxation (reformula-
tion) appears to be the right solution to this issue.
2. An important issue with regard to query relaxation is
effective prevention of the so-called over-relaxation.
In our system, prompted iterations have been adopt-
ed as a practical approach to this issue. (An action is
prompted if it follows an explicit user request
[BMR96].)
3. The behavior of a query system should first strictly
conform to the original form of a user’s query; the de-
cision whether or not to apply the relaxation function
on a query is best left to the user. Whether to accept
some other’s help is one of the basic rights of a per-
son. Here, a useful metaphor for the role of our smart
query engine is to only ask “May I help?” and be pre-
pared to offer the help to a user.
4. Navigation has to take place in the right situation and
at the right time, i.e., when it is just necessary.
Smooth integration of this function into a language-
based query system is still a knotty problem for de-
signing a concrete system.
The GPCRDB query system allows users to query the
GPCR database through a variety of ways: “family”, “key-
word”, “secondary structure” (sub-sequence), “ligand”
(binding information), “mutants”. In addition, an advanced
(compound) query page is provided for formulating query
expressions consisting of up to six different conditions that
can be logically interconnected with “∧” or “∨”, constituting
an “and-or” normal form. For example, if c1 ∨ c2 ∧ c3 is in-
put, it will be treated as c1∨ (c2∧ c3). That is, “∧” takes pre-
cedence over “∨”.
To show our design style and the features of our query
system, in the following, it suffices to narrow our description
to only the advanced query page as that can be a representa-
tive for our query system.
The interface shown in Fig. 2 contains a query that can be
restated as follows:
Find GPCR sequences that have the keyword ‘ARCH’
(contained in any one of the annotation fields; to each
sequence a number of annotation fields are attached)
and contain the pattern ‘R*SS’; furthermore, the sec-
ondary structure (sub-sequence) “N-terminus” of the
sequences contain the pattern ‘PP’.
Fig. 2. The Advanced query page (forms) of GPCRDB.
The first response of the query system to an input query
is a top-level summary page that presents to the user links to
various pages containing more details about all hits of the
query (the matching sequences). Fig. 3 is an example of such
a summary page. In the displayed Family column, two links
are provided pointing to the top level family and a subfamily,
respectively, and serve as entrances to the family tree. In the
number of hits column, the numbers (also as links) are click-
able, navigating to a lower level summary page about the
matches found in a specific subfamily. This summary page
also contains a button at the bottom that the user can use to
invoke the smart query engine to relax the query if he/she
wants to get more relevant results. And of course, “going
back” to the query input page (i.e., Fig. 2) is always support-
Fig. 3. Result page of ordinary query (without relaxation).
Fig. 4. Family tree entrance page.
ed via an additional option button (not displayed in Fig. 3)
below the smart engine button for the user to manually re-
formulate his/her query if he/she prefers that.
Suppose the “Amine” subfamily (hyperlink) has been
clicked; the user will get a response page as shown in Fig. 4.
This page serves mainly as an entrance point into the family
tree where all relevant sub-families and super-families are
listed as clickable links, by which the user can easily navi-
gate to any one of the listed super-families and/or sub-fami-
lies, as well as the sibling families (by first climbing up to a
super-family, then down to a sub-family). In addition, with
regard to the current (sub)family - “Amine”, the “available
data” section in this page collects important information
about the family (rather than only the individual sequences
found), e.g., all available sequences of this family, and indi-
vidual or family snake-like plots of the sequences.
Snake-like plots of sequences are 3D structures. If the
user clicks the “family” snake link (Fig. 4), the correspond-
ing snake-like plot will be displayed as shown in Fig. 5.
Each of the clickable numbers listed in the number of hits
column indicates how many matches have been found in the
(sub)family displayed in the family column at the same line
(see Fig. 3). If, say, the number “2” displayed at the first line
of the summary table, is clicked, the user will navigate to a
lower-level summary page as shown in Fig. 6. In this page,
the IDs displayed in the ID column are external IDs of se-
Fig. 5.  3D structure (snake-like plot) of a found sequence.
Fig. 6. One sample subsummary page of query results.
quences, and the first one in each cell is again a hyperlink,
and if clicked, will lead to another page called the cross ref-
erence page (see Fig. 7) that contains all available references
(also hyperlinks) to related local and remote data resources;
the Family Details column provides links to detailed family
information about each found sequence; links in the Data
column point to pages (see Fig. 8) containing discrete data
items of sequence; the links displayed in Binding Informa-
tion and Mutant Information columns provide access to the
binding and mutant information pages, respectively, if that
information exists.
To invoke the smart query engine, a user simply clicks on
the corresponding button (Fig.3). Before that, he/she may
make extra selections from an additional option button just
beside the smart engine button (see Fig. 3). This additional
button allows a user to specify one or two aspects of his/her
query that should not be relaxed. This means that the three
kinds of relaxation (each operating on a different aspect of
queries) discussed in the last section can be freely switched
on/off. By default, all three kinds of relaxation are to be per-
formed on a query when the smart engine is started.
Once activated, the smart query engine will return to the
user the first alternative (query results) of the relaxation of
his/her query, as is illustrated in Fig. 9 (where the keyword
generalization aspect has been switched off). With the same
input query as inputted in Fig. 3, the result page of Fig. 9
Fig. 7. A page of cross references to local and remote relevant data
resources about a matched sequence.
Fig. 8. The discrete data page of a matched sequence.
contains a much enlarged set of matches (22 hits vs. the orig-
inal 6 hits in Fig. 3). This page also presents the original query
predicate and the relaxed (and just executed) one as an expla-
nation to the accomplished relaxation. This information helps
the user not only to understand the relaxation performed but
also to formulate more pertinent queries in the future. In the
presented relaxed query predicate (see Fig. 9), expression
rp(‘*R*SS*’, ‘*R*[ST][ST]*’, 2) shows that the input residue
pattern ‘*R*SS*’ is relaxed as ‘*R*[ST][ST]*’ using the fuzzy
equivalence class numbered 2 (i.e., residue type ‘S’ is replaced
in this pattern by its fuzzy equivalence class ‘[ST]’), and
ss(DOMAIN1) indicates that the border expansion for second-
ary structure DOMAIN1 in this query has been performed
once (if the border expansion has been performed twice, we
will have ss(ss(DOMAIN1)) instead of ss(DOMAIN1)). (No-
tice that DOMAIN1 is the old name of N-terminus that is still
used internally in our system, but an update will be made
soon.)
4. Conclusions
In this paper, we described the GPCRDB query system
and in particular its query interfaces. The query system em-
beds a smart query engine that takes charge of the query pro-
cessing from the IUS SQL-based query engine upon user
request - it iteratively relaxes (according to domain knowl-
edge) and optimizes a query, then evaluates it and presents
the results to the user in a top-down incremental presentation
style. In addition, navigation capability is smoothly integrat-
ed into the system and the query interfaces. Navigation is
conducted mainly by climbing-up or climbing-down the HF
hierarchy, by which any detail on any aspect of a hit relevant
sequence can be obtained.
The GPCRDB [GPC98] and the query system are now
operable and available on WWW. The last published work-
ing version can be invoked at URL: http://www.darms-
tadt.gmd.de/~gpcrdb/. The internal test version, which is
under frequent updation, at the moment is also accessible on
the Web (URL: http://www.darmstadt.gmd.de/~gpcrdb/ver-
sions/test _0499/).
Finally, we report some real-life experiences with regard
to query interface design:
1) Top-down result presentation is a desirable presenta-
tion style to the users.
Fig. 9. The result page of a relaxed query returned by the Smart Query
Engine.
The top-down style of query result presentation offers a
user a general impression about the results of his/her query
quickly (as only very general result information is presented,
unnecessary network traffic and database burden are saved) so
that the user won’t be overwhelmed by the details of a large
result set, and then can easily navigate toward the data sub-
space of their interests. The summary page is a good infra-
structure to support this presentation style. In the GPCRDB
query system, a summary page at the top level is first present-
ed to a user who issued a query; the summary page involves
the most general information about the results of the query and
a variety of hyperlinks pointing to either lower-level summary
pages containing more detailed information on specific as-
pects of the results or other related data resources available on
the WWW.
For highlighting the traits of the “top-down” presentation
style, let’s use the metaphor of “finding interesting trees in a
forest” - first, try to get some general knowledge about the for-
est as an overview; then using this knowledge efficiently local-
ize to one part of the forest; next to a more restricted part, and
so on, until the really interesting individual trees are reached.
2) Navigation can be a more desirable way of accessing
databases if appropriately integrated with conventional que-
ry mechanisms.
Navigation has been successfully used in the hypertext/hy-
permedia area. It has also been highly desired by the users of
various data-intensive application systems. This mechanism
also fits very well in the Web application environment where
different information sources are inter-accessible through
Web page links. Smooth integration of this functionality with
the conventional SQL-based query systems is the key for its
successful use in such systems. The way adopted by the
GPCRDB query system is that navigation is subsidiary to
the conventional (language based) query mechanism. That
turns out to be a very satisfactory way - the low efficiency,
the most criticized drawback of navigation, has been well
compensated for by the SQL based query mechanism, while
the more enjoyable aspects, e.g., user-friendliness and ex-
plorativeness, are maintained. Navigation performs even bet-
ter when a domain-specific navigation hierarchy like our
family tree is additionally provided.
Both the top-down presentation style and the navigation
capability are specifically suitable for the applications that
have large, complex data spaces and are associated with
complex domain knowledge. They provide the greatest con-
venience for the users conducting information retrieval tasks
toward their interests and solving their specific problems.
3) Intelligent query relaxation is the key ingredient of
success.
Smart query relaxation is the key for a data-intensive sys-
tem to ideally satisfy a broad spectrum of requirements of
users, especially when the domain involves complex data set
and is associated with complex domain knowledge.
Equipped with such a facility, a query system will almost al-
ways present to its user a non-empty result set with more or
less relevance if more exact matches for an input query can-
not be found. Whether or not to apply relaxation to a query -
the decision can only be made reasonably by the user accord-
ing to the results obtained or at least after he/she gets a gen-
eral impression about the results. So unprompted relaxation
(without explicit user request) is not much desired. In the
GPCRDB query system, the smart query engine that accom-
plishes intelligent relaxation is provided to the user as an em-
bedded option in the top summary page of the obtained
query results. The user always has the convenience of initi-
ating the smart engine at will, sooner or later, according to
the evaluation status of his/her original query.
4) User controllable iterative query relaxation is a prac-
tical and effective way to prevent over-relaxation.
A query system may suffer from over-relaxation when
the system tries to relax a query. Therefore, the user control-
lable iterative approach is preferred since by it a user can
stop a relaxation process at the end of an iteration once the
expected match has been found.
In principle, after several iterations of a query relaxation
process (each iteration tries one alternative), all relevant re-
sults (all relaxation alternatives) of a query will be obtained.
That is, during each iteration, the smart query engine tries
the relaxation along a different direction of relaxing the que-
ry and gets a correspondingly enlarged result set. The itera-
tive relaxation approach adopted by the GPCRDB query
system works exactly in this way. It incrementally presents
to the user every alternative relaxation (and query results),
and lets the user interrupt the process at the end of any itera-
tion.
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